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REVIEWS

Dramas with a Message, by Doug
Fagerstrom. Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel
Publications, 2003 . 96 pp. $19.99 v. 4
(0-8254-2586-7), 93 pp. $19.99 v. 5
(0-8254-2587-5).

Christmas ones. Several feature an offstage voice. Both titles are highly
recommended for churches of any size
and collections with Church-related
drama.

Reviewed by Douglas L. Fruehling,
Instructional Services Librarian, Point
Lorna Nazarene University, San Diego,
California.

Authentic Worship: Hearing
Scripture's Voice, Applying Its
Truths, by Herbert W Bateman,
general editor. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Kregel, c2002. 317 pp. $15.99:
ISBN 0-8254-2092-X (pbk).

Ten words leaped out at me when I
first saw these books. "Permission to
photocopy these dramas for ministry
use is included!" Copyright requires
multiple book copies of drama books
to comply with the law. Here one is
encouraged to copy. At that point one
questions how good are these dramas.
They are very good.
Fagerstrom is executive pastor at
Calvary Church and teaches drama at
Reformed Bible College, both in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. He's written and
directed drama for the church's seeker
ministry. The sketches are appropriate
for church, retreats, and conferences.
Each volume contains twenty-one
dramatic sketches, each on a different
theme. Some dramas are complete in
themselves. Others are springboards to
introduce a speaker's message. Other
than the Christmas theme, the same
themes are not duplicated in both
volumes. Themes in volume 4 include
revenge, humility, gender roles, cults,
and brokenness. Dating, rejection,
divorce, excuses, and fear are some
themes explored in volume 5.
The table of contents gives the
sketch's title, the topics covered, and
brief description. Each sketch provides
the theme, list of characters, and the
setting. Most sets are simple with few,
if any, props required. Sketches are
two and a half to three pages long with
the Christmas sketches longer. Casts
are one to four characters for all
dramas with up to seven for the
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Reviewed by David C. Anderson,
retired from the University of
California, Davis, Carlson Health
Sciences Library.

"The chief end of man," states the
Westminster Shorter Catechism, "is to
glorify .God and enjoy Him forever."
The catechism was written in the
sixteenth century, when, as historian
Eugene Rice, writes, "the most
sensitive intelligence of an entire epoch
found a total, supreme liberty in the
abandonment of human weakness to
the omnipotence of God." Although
Authentic Worship results from the
March 2001 Midwest Regional
Meeting of the Evangelical Theological
Society on "The Worshiping Church:
The Theology and Expressions of
Worship for the Twenty-First Century,"
it is not a typical proceedings book, but
a unified work intended for worship
leaders and men and women preparing
for worship ministry.
Intended to be conciliatory in the
worship wars, Authentic Worship
divides into three main sections. The
first, "God: The Object of Our
Worship," works from Biblical sources
in order to focus on an everyday
Christianity in individuals that results
in worship not only in spirit and truth,
but also in purity and sincerity. The
second, "Music: Expressions of Our
Worship," includes a drama

presentation, a chapter on the use and
purpose of music in worship, and
another on developing a practice of
worship that unites churches. This last
chapter closes by looking at the
foundational issues of "the priority of
the glory of God and Christ and the
reality of the unity of the Spirit in
church" (p.l66), as well as tips for
transitions without divisive
controversy. The third, "Symbols:
Images of Our Worship," discusses
scripture as an indispensable symbol of
covenant, baptism spirituality and
Eucharist spirituality. The conclusion,
The Challenges of Multicultural
Worship, explains how different
cultures affect individual responses to
worship, and how to work with
different cultures in an individual
church.
A select bibliography, intended for
further reading or study, scripture,
subject and author indexes complete
the book. Highly recommended, and
may be required reading for those
preparing for worship ministry.
One Woman Against the Reich: The
True Story of a Mother's Struggle to
Keep Her Family Faithful to God in
a World Gone Mad, by Helmut W.
Ziefle. Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel,
2003. 189pp. $10.99. 0-8254-4 159-5.
Reviewed by Melissa Moore,Reference
Librarian and Public Services Team
Leader, Union University, Jackson,
Tennessee.

This true story is unbelievably
powerful. The focus is on one family,
the Ziefles, living in Southeim,
Germany, during World War II. The
Ziefles are Christians and cannot
embrace the National Socialism of the
Nazi party because they (rightly)
believe that only God can save the
German people. They love their
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country and are grieved to see
neighbors and friends embrace the
Nazi teaching and eye them
suspiciously when they won't say,
"Heil, Hitler." Georg and Maria's
second son, Kurt, does fall under the
sway of the propaganda for a time and
rise in power within the Hitler Youth.
The oldest son, Reinhold, has to serve
in the SS and becomes a POW in
Russia for five years. Georg is an
ambulance driver and risks his life
multiple times not only in doing his
job, but also in sharing his faith.
The entire family, in fact, pays many
prices and endures unimaginable
hardships for their faith. Yet this
narrative (written by the youngest son,
Helmut, who was only six when the
Allies finally arrived) focuses on Maria
and her faith in the faithfulness of God,
and on God, who continually rescues
the family members from harm. His
hand of protection is evident
throughout the narrative, and is a
wonderful testimony and
encouragement. Helmut includes many
prayers (especially from Maria) and
photographs that make his story vibrate
on the page. A necessary and important
purchase.
Just Don't Marry One: Interracial
Dating, Marriage and Parenting,
edited by George A. & Sherelyn
Whittum Yancey. Valley Forge, PA:
Judson Press, 2002. 235 pp. $18.00.
ISBN 0-8170-1439-X.

Reviewed by Robert Ellis, Library
Director, The Kings College, New
York, New York.
Just Don't Marry One is organized
onto three sections: one for leaders,
one for couples and one for parents.
Fourteen different authors pen its
fourteen chapters. Discussion
questions and Notes are found at the
end of each chapter. Appendices
include an essay on controversial
issues, an assessment guide, and
resources such as helpful books,
videos, websites, and support groups.
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Questions at the back of each chapter
are appropriate for personal study.
This book claims to be the first of
its kind, written to help Christians in
interracial marriages. Its fourteen
chapters discuss such topics as
assimilation, biracial children, dating,
genetics marriage counseling, mulattos,
pluralism, racism, reconciliation, skin
color, slavery, stereotypes, and
transracial adoptions.
Craig Keener's chapter on the Bible
and Interracial Marriage reminded me
that Jesus had Gentile ancestors (i.e.
Rahab, Ruth & Tamar) and that some
biblical personalities married outside
their race (i.e. Joseph, Moses and
Boaz). Timothy the Evangelist was
both multi-racial and multi-cultural.
In another chapter, George Yancey
debunks these popular stereotypes
about interracial couples: 1) interracial
relationships are about being
rebellious, 2) most interracial couples
are comprised of a white woman and a
minority man, 3) interracial couples
will not be welcomed anywhere, 4)
only desperate people choose
interracial relationships, 5) interracial
relationships are driven by sexual
curiosity, 6) member of interracial
couples do not have a problem with
racism, 7) interracial children will
suffer, 8) race does not matter in
interracial relationships, and 9) a
person in an interracial marriage is a
sellout to his or her OWII race.
Just Don't Marry One covers topics
seldom mentioned in Sunday sermons.
I recommend this book for marriage
counselors, pastors, parents and those
involved in interracial dating. This is
suitable for personal, church or college
libraries.
The Old Religion in a New World:
The History of North American
Christianity, by Mark A. Noll. Grand
Rapids, MI: Wm B Eerdmans, 2002.
340 pp. $24.00. ISBN 0-8028-4948-2.

Reviewed by Elizabeth Pearson,
Library Director, Montreat College,
North Carolina.

This book grew out of a volume
originally published in Germany and
includes some material abridged from
Noll's longer textbook, A History of
Christianity in the United States and
Canada (Wm B Eerdmans, 1992).
However, The Old Religion in a New
World does contain much new material,
such as Noll's research on Europeans'
observations on Christian life in
America. The primary objective of the
book is to provide a survey of events in
the history of Christian churches in
North America that have led to their
variety and distinctiveness and to point
out aspects ofNorth American
Christianity that distinguish it from
religious tradition common in Europe.
Emphasis is placed on what was new
about the development of organized
Christian religion in North America in
comparison with its European origins.
Thus, attention is given to the
separation of church and state
prevalent in the U.S., the place of the
Roman Catholic Church, pluralism, and
the rise of popular Christian
spirituality.
Introductory in nature, the book
offers a broad interpretive overview
and will reward readers with its skillful
synthesis ofthe literature. Though the
book is not intended to be an in-depth
treatment, Noll's grasp of the
scholarship on the subject comes
through clearly and is particularly
evident in the chapter notes and an
extensive bibliography.
The term "North America" is used
in this book to refer to both Canada
and the United Sates; however, the
content primarily concerns the United
States. Brief reference to Mexico is
included along with a chapter that
gives a comparative perspective on
religious developments in the three
countries.
The book contains a useful
chronology, thorough bibliography, an
index, and a section with statistics on
denominations. Written to be
accessible to students and general
readers, this book is highly
recommended for all libraries.
The Christian Librarian, 47(.'3) 2004

Faithful Learning and the Christian
Scholarly Vocation, edited by Douglas
V Henry and Bob R. Agee. Grand
Rapids, MI: Wm B. Eerdrnans, 2003 .
178 pp. $18.00 ISBN 0-8028-1398-4.
Reviewed by Darcy R. Gul/acher,
Public Services Librarian, Briercrest
College and Seminary, Caronport, SK

This book is a collection of essays
that were originally presented as the
H.l. Hester Lecture Series, which is
given each year as a part of the annual
meeting of the Association of Southern
Baptist Colleges and Schools
(ASBCS). The purpose of the series is
to "advance understanding of the aims,
challenges, and opportunities of
Christian higher education"(vii).
Lectures are subsequently published in
the journal The Southern Baptist
Educator. In this volume ten lectures
(from nine contributors) are gathered
together in book form. Contributing
lecturers represent various scholarly
traditions and denominational
affiliations, and include Richard
Hughes, C. Stephen Evans, Martin
Marty, Joel Carpenter, Parker Palmer,
Nathan Hatch, Arthur Holmes. Denton
Lotz, and Tony Campolo.
The book is split into two sections.
The first one, "Theological Reflection"
consists of five essays examining the
relation between faith and scholarship,
and the importance of integrating
academic scholarship with a distinct
Christian worldview. The second
section, "Challenges and
Opportunities", examines places within
academia where Christian colleges and
universities have made, and can
continue to make a unique contribution
to academic scholarship.
This book serves as a solid
introduction to a philosophy of
Christian higher education. Although
the individual essays are, by necessity,
rather brief, each essay includes a
recommended reading list with further
works by that author that relate to
higher education. Furthermore, the
addition of"Questions for Reflection
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and Discussion" at the end of each
essay makes the volume ideal for a
student or faculty seminar on the nature
and role of Christian faith in the
academy. Recommended for all
Christian colleges, universities, and
seminaries.
Who Are the Christians in the
Middle East?, by Betty Jane & J.
Martin Bailey. Grand Rapids, MI:
Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing, 2003.
215 pp. $20.00. ISBN 0-8028-1080-9.
Reviewed by Robert Ellis, Library
Director, The King's College, New
York, New York.
Who Are the Christians in the
Middle East? explores three offshoots
of the Oriental Orthodox Church
(Armenian, Coptic and Syrian) as well
as seven offshoots of the Catholic
Church (Armenian, Chaldean, Coptic,
Greek, Latin, Maronite, and Syrian).
Concerning Evangelicals, the
Baileys divide them into two parts:
those who belong to the Middle East
Council of Churches (MECC) and
those who do not. MECC Members
include: the Episcopal Church in
Jerusalem, the Episcopal Church of the
Sudan, the Evangelical Church in
Sudan, the Evangelical Church of
Egypt, the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in Jerusalem, French Reformed
Church in Tunisia, the National
Evangelical Church in Kuwait, the
National Evangelical Synod of Syria
and Lebanon, the National Evangelical
Union of Lebanon, the Presbyterian
Church of the Sudan, the Synod of the
Evangelical Church oflran, Union of
Armenian Evangelical Churches in the
Near East.
The Baileys explain that churches
that are not members of the Middle
East Council of Churches generally
have their denominational headquarters
outside the Middle East. Many of
these churches are the result of recent
missionary efforts. These churches
include: Armenian Evangelical,
Assemblies of God, Baptist, Christian

Brethren, Church of God, Church of
the Nazarene, Churches of Christ,
Christian Alliance, Free Methodist,
Messianic, Quakers, and Seventh Day
Adventists.
The third section of Who Are the
Christians is organized by geography.
Each chapter covers a separate nation
or group of nation: Cyprus, Egypt, the
Holy Land, Iran, Iraq, Jordan,
Lebanon, North Africa, the Persian
Gulf, Sudan, Syria and Turkey. Each
chapter is further divided into these
topics: Christian Communities,
Christian Population, Historical
Background, Contemporary
Circumstances and Interfaith Activities.
Who Are the Christians was
enlightening and informative. (I never
knew that there were seven offshoots of
the Catholic Church.) I also liked the
way this book was organized, by both
denomination and by geography.
Finally, the Baileys did a wonderful job
of explaining church history.
Who Are the Christians is very
appropriate for those interested in the
Middle East. I highly recommend it
for all libraries - personal, church and
school.
The Cobra and the Lily, by Sheri
Cobb South. Saraland, AL:
PrinnyWorld Press, 2002. 192pp.
$12.95. ISBN 0-9668005-5-9.
Reviewed by Melissa Moore,Reference
Librarian and Public Services Team
Leader, Union University, Jackson,
Tennessee.

This unusual Jewish romance is a
gem worth fmding. Lila is a Hebrew
shepherdess in Egypt, living with her
mother and brother and waiting for the
prophecies ofElohim's rescue to come
true. Ra-Met is a high-ranking official
in Pharaoh's court, wealthy and single
and used to getting his way. Ra-Met's
only hindrance is frequent, crippling
headaches. When he hears Lila singing
amongst her sheep, his headache clears
and he decides he must have her, so her
purchases her from her master and
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brings her to his palace. They are
physically attracted to each other, yet
Lily is committed to purity and staying
faithful to Elohim. In the background
is Moses, making frequent visits to the
Pharaoh. When the plagues begin to
occur, things go from bad to worse, and
Ra-Met is a firstborn son. Can Lily
manage to save the man she loves?
This novel is more Jewish than
Christian (which it must be, given the
biblical context). Yet Christians will
understand the implications for a future
delivery from the serpent (cf. Genesis
3). While the cover art is less than
professional, this book is definitely
worth the reader's time to go inside and
discover a beautiful love story.
Living with Mystery: Finding God in
the Midst of Unanswered Questions,
by Stacey Padrick. Minneapolis,
Minnesota: Bethany House, 2001. 216
pp. $I 0.99. ISBN 0-7642-2439-5.
Reviewed by Elizabeth R. Pearson,
Library Director, Montreat College,
Montreat, North Carolina.

Stacey Padrick, a free-lance writer
and speaker, writes with an engaging
warmth and honesty about life's
uncertainties in Living with Mystery.
She invites us to examine questions of
disappointment, loss, and limitations as
avenues to a closer relationship to God.
Her intent is to help us embrace the
questions in our lives as mysteries to
be lived in our quest to know God and
ourselves more deeply. The author
asserts that life has more to do with
living with questions than answering
them. Ultimately we will grow
spiritually as we embrace mysteries we
cannot understand or solve. Padrick's
insights will resonate with readers as
she grapples with the discovery that
finding answers is less important than
searching for God.
The book explores the mystery of
finding strength in weakness, hope in
suffering, and joy in sorrow. These
paradoxes are examined as pathways to
spiritual maturity. Indeed, our
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unfulfilled longings can be seen as
mysterious blessings when they lead us
to God. Each chapter addresses a
different issue, revealing how the
author experienced God's presence as
she dealt with her own dilemmas,
including a chronic illness. The first
few chapters explore the challenges
encountered while living with
unresolved issues, followed by a
section on ways to nurture our
relationship with God. The final
chapters focus on the hope and joy we
can experience in the midst of
uncertainty, knowing that God does not
promise answers but does promise His
faithful presence.
The author effectively draws on a
variety of sources, including Scripture,
Christian devotional classics, and
personal experience. Presented in
conversational style, this book will
encourage readers with its insights and
inspiration. It is organized for group or
individual use and includes questions,
Bible verses, prayers, and other
resources for further reflection at the
end of each chapter. This book is a
good source for devotional material
and is recommended for church, Bible
College, and personal libraries.
Somewhere a Song, by Judith Pella.
Daughters of Fortune series, book 2.
Minneapolis: Bethany House, 2002.
464pp. $13.99. ISBN 0764224220.
Reviewed by Melissa Moore,Reference
Librarian and Public Services Team
Leader, Union University, Jackson,
Tennessee.

The three daughters of newspaper
tycoon Keegan Hayes are in different
places when Pearl Harbor is bombed
on December 7, 1941. Blair is
estranged from her husband, Gary,
because of her deceptions, and she has
followed him to the Philippines (where
he is stationed with the Army) to try to
mend their marriage. Blair joins others
(including a missionary family) as they
flee for their lives into the jungle.
Cameron is a journalist on assignment

in Russia, where she's following the
story of the German-Russian
battlefront. Her boyfriend, Alex, is a
Russian doctor. Both Blair and
Cameron are unbelievers (though for
different reasons) and wrestle with
issues of love and faith in the midst of
fear, hunger, and danger. Jackie,
Keegan's third daughter and the only
Christian, is a student at UCLA and in
love with Yoshito "Sam" Okuda. Jackie
and Sam fear their inevitable
separation as the Japanese internment
camps become a reality.
This is a wonderful family saga.
Pella does an impeccable job of telling
each girl's story with minimal overlap.
The settings are detailed, the characters
distinct, the plot fast-paced yet
thought-provoking. This novel is the
second in the Daughters of Fortune
series. The first book is not a
prerequisite to enjoying Somewhere a
Song, but expect patrons to clamor for
the third in the series, Toward the
Sunrise (expected November 2004),
since the ending is something of a
cliffhanger. Somewhere a Song is for
all fiction collections.
All the Way Home, by Ann Tatlock.
Minneapolis: Bethany House, 2002.
448pp. $12.99. ISBN 0764226630.
Reviewed by Melissa Moore,Reference
Librarian and Pbulic Services Team
Leader, Union University, Jackson,
Tennessee.

Red-haired and only nine years old,
Augie Schuler has a tough life-her
father's committed suicide, her
mother's an alcoholic, and her home in
1939 is with her vicious and prejudiced
Uncle Finn in a poverty-stricken L.A.
neighborhood. Then Augie meets
Sunny Yamagata and discovers not
only her first real friend but also a real
family. Augie loves the Yamagatas so
much that she moves in with them to
escape Uncle Finn. But their home is
broken up in 1942 when the Yamagatas
are sent to an internment camp. Augie
is left behind to grow up. Over twentyThe Christian Librarian, 47(3) 2004

body is getting the proper nutrition
five years later, Sunny manages to
from food and supplements, when the
track down Augie (now a journalist)
body's systems are working properly,
and bring her to Mississippi, landing
her in the middle of the civil rights
and all hormones are balanced, a
healthy weight will be the result. She
movement and the activities of the Ku
Klux Klan. Augie may be an adult now, stresses that "ideal" does not mean
"skinny" but what is right for the
but she's still confronted with the
individual women according to her
prejudices of others, and she's still
frame and unique metabolic
seeking a home.
requirements. However, the highest
This novel won the Christy Award
priority in this balance is the person's
(2003) for Contemporary Fiction.
While the characterizations were strong relationship with God. When the
relationship with God is right, then the
and the issues thought provoking, the
physical and emotional problems will
absence of spiritual experience was a
be easier to overcome.
surprise and a disappointment. Augie
and Sunny wonder about as children,
To illustrate her theory, Dr. Little
yet the hunger for God is almost
uses her own story of her battle with
nonexistent in their adult years. Augie
bulimia and cancer as well as that of
(the central character) never has an
some of her patients to show what can
awareness of sin or need for a savior.
happen to women who are out of
Sunny's active in a Methodist church
balance spiritually, emotionally or
but only offers a few vague references
physically. As she shares each story,
to a Higher Purpose. There are other
she seeks the underlying causes to the
characters (Miss Ebba, for instance)
person's weight problem and provides
who seem to have an understanding of
the solutions that help the patient
heaven and God's sovereignty, yet it
achieve a successful balance~ At the
never becomes an integral part of the
end of each story, she gives Fit Tips
story. All the Way Home may reunite
that show how to make healthier food
Augie with the Yamagatas, but it
choices, achieve the best weight,
doesn't successfully get her Home.
discover the root of your weight
Still, with the recognition afforded by
problem, and become grounded in
the Christy, there may be demand for
God's Word. Numerous references to
this title in fiction collections.
research done in the field of nutrition
are also included. This book is
Fit for Eternity, by Dr. Deidre Little.
recommended for public and academic
Minneapolis, MN: Bethany House,
libraries that have collections on diet
2002. 160 pp. $12.99.
and nutrition.
ISBN 0-7642-2691 -6.
A Rush of Wings, by Kristen
Reviewed by Pam Walke1; Library
Heitzmann. Minneapolis: Bethany
Director, Crichton College, Memphis,
House, 2003. 380pp. $12.99.
Tennessee.
ISBN 0-7642-2606-1.
Dr. Deidre Little is a practicing
certified nutritionist and chiropractor,
speaker, and president of Fit for
Eternity Ministries. She lives in
southern California.
Fit for Eternity is not just another
diet book. "It is a guide to being
balanced spiritually, physically and
emotionally" (17). According to Dr.
Little, a balanced body will reach a
healthy and ideal weight. When the
The Christian Librarian, 47(3) 2004

Reviewed by Melissa Moore, Reference
Librarian and Public Services Team
Leader, Union University, Jackson,
Tennessee.

This engaging novel begins with
Noelle St. Clair fleeing (she believes)
for her life, though she's not sure why.
She knows it has to do with her fiance,
Michael, and possibly her wealthy and
powerful father, and images of a bird

of prey descending to attack her
overtake her mind at times. She flees
Manhattan with no set destination, yet
she ends her journey at the Rocky
Mountain horse ranch owned by Rick
Spencer. Rick's brother Morgan is
flashy, in-between jobs, and visiting.
Noelle gradually comes to trust both
men, and as her memory returns and
her past threatens to undo her, she falls
in love. In turns both romance and
suspense, this book took me in at the
first and didn't let go.
Heitzmann excels at this kind of
romantic-suspense writing. We
sympathize with Noelle's plight and
fears, yet we want to see her open up
and find healing. The climax twists and
becomes something fresh and
innovative. Though a moral woman,
Noelle isn't converted to a saving
belief in Christ until the end of the
novel. Rick is the strong, conunitted
believer and it is refreshing to find
such an admirable "man's man" in
Christian fiction. The scenery
Heitzmann evokes is truly breath
taking and plays an integral part in
Noelle's recovery. This novel belongs
in all suspense and fiction collections.
Daughter of the Loom, by Tracie
Peterson and Judith Miller. Bells of
Lowell Series, 1. Minneapolis, MN:
Bethany House, 2003. 382pp. $12.99
ISBN 0-7642-2688-3.
Reviewed by Melissa Moore, Reference
Librarian and Public Services Team
Leader, Union University, Jackson,
Tennessee.

Lilly Armbruster's father lost his
farm, and then lost his life. The Boston
Associates had bought up the farm, as
well as most of East Chelmsford, as
they brought the Industrial Revolution
(in the form of textile mills) to
Massachusetts. Lilly's spendthrift older
brother Lewis has wasted the money
paid for the farm and skipped town, so
Lilly has no choice but to go to work in
the Appleton Mill as a spinner. She
feels betrayed by her ex-fiance,
llS

Matthew Cheever, who is now part of
the Boston Associates. Many have
embraced the mills and the new way
(and pace) oflife, but not Lilly-she
feels that God wants to use her to
defeat the mills and somehow recapture
her beloved former way of life.
This historical romance is the first
in a series, the Bells of Lowell (book 2
is due out as I write this). The authors
should be applauded for their realistic
portrayal of the conflicts experienced
by those in the center of the Industrial
Revolution. The details of noise,
crowded living conditions, the ongoing
threat of fire, and the long days for the
mill girls all work together to place the
reader emotionally in the mill town.
Unfortunately, the main characters of
Lilly and Matthew are difficult to
connect with and do not gain full
dimensionality until the last third of the
novel. Miss Addie, though a secondary
character, is the most fully developed.
Overall, this is a worthy attempt at an
important time in the life of our nation,
and is an optional purchase for all
fiction collections where Peterson's
name has recognition.
Embracing Brokenness: How God
Refines Us Through Life's
Disappointments, by Alan E. Nelson;
foreword by Eugene H. Peterson.
Colorado Springs, Colorado: Navpress,
2002. ISBN 1576833135
Reviewed by Deborah M. Powell,
Associate Librarian, Lane College,
Jackson, Tennessee.
When life's circumstances take a
spiraling downward tum toward
chaotic and troublesome events,
embracing pain from a fragmented and
broken rhythmic momentum is quite
challenging. And yet, the ability to
"embrace brokenness" is just what
Alan E. Nelson encourages his readers
to pursue.
Alan E. Nelson defines brokenness
as a "heart allegiance" to "crucified
living" that "totally surrenders" in a
"voluntary" manner so that God can
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strengthen character, deepen faith,
prune the heart, and tame the soul.
Brokenness results from unexpected,
and on occasion, expected conflicts,
loss, and/or tragic situations. Nelson
believes that involuntary submission to
brokenness only hinders the pruning
process and is likely to generate
"bitterness, cynicism, or low selfesteem." Nelson uses the analogy of
the breaking process as an unopened
medicine container that is usable only
if the "seal is broken." Nelson goes on
to say that the ultimate purpose of
"embracing brokenness" is designed to
shape one's temperament while
drawing one closer to God and to
higher spiritual and physical levels.
Embracing Brokenness will cause
one to reflect, respond and reconsider
life's disappointments in a new and
enlightened way. It will arouse
unconfronted emotions and past hurts
in an attempt to heal. Embracing
Brokenness will cause the reader to reevaluating the brokenness in their life
and accept it as an opportunity to
totally surrender to its lessons. Highly
recommended for those ready to
voluntarily and submissively embrace
brokenness in order to gain a future full
of awe inspiring hope.
Given To Him: The Worship Video
Worcester, PA: Vision Video, 800-5230226, www. visionvideo.com 2002.
$14.99.43 min. Video.
ISBN 1563646404.
Reviewed by Deborah M. Powell,
Associate Librarian, Lane College.
Breathtaking. Captivating.
Tantalizing. Stimulating. Given to
Him: the Worship Video is the perfect
armchair traveler's journey through a
majestically transforming scenic view
of exquisite beauty. This astonishing
array of nature and wildlife scenes set
to worship songs imparts a visual
smorgasbord of fascinating video
coverage. This video provides just the
right blend of contemporary worship
music. Comprised often enchanting

songs arranged in a masterful concerto
of music Given to Him is created and
designed to glorify God through song
and film.
Given to Him soothes and stirs the
soul with heart-felt devotional music
from the United States and New
Zealand. This pleasingly selected
collection of worship songs is
harnessed in a picturesque and
appealing visual banquet of irrefutable
splendor.
This video is a must for the
musician, worship leader, teacher, or
layperson. This is a timeless musical
treasure that will propel the viewer into
a higher level of worship through the
unification of music worship from two
continents. It is guaranteed to uplift
and transform the spirit while taking
the viewer on a vibrant visual journey
that they'll never forget.
Glory to God Alone: The Life of J. S.
Bach, written and directed by Tim
Frakes. Worcester, PA: Vision Video,
800-523-0226, www. visionvideo.com
2002. $19.99. ISBN 1-56364-687-0.
Reviewed by Melissa Moore, Reference
Librarian and Public Services Team
Leader,, Union University,Jackson,
Tennessee.
This video production of the life of
the great composer J. S. Bach is
actually an issue of Mosaic, the video
magazine of the ELCA (Evangelical
Lutheran Church in America). Narrated
by Melissa Ramirez, this 30-minute
video covers the life of Johann
Sebastian Bach. Using maps,
photographs, paintings, and even visual
reenactments, Ramirez tells the story of
Bach, born into a family of German
musicians in 1685. He was incredibly
gifted, doing well in school and quickly
excelling in musical performance (both
vocal and on any keyboard). Orphaned
by the age of nine, Bach completed his
education and became equally famous
for original musical compositions. He
married twice (his fist wife dying
unexpectedly) and had several
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children. His life was spent in Germany
and revolved around family, the
church, and music. He died in I750
and was buried in an unmarked grave.
Ramirez's compelling biography
will reach youngsters unfamiliar with
the composer's life, while it also
enriches the hearing of Bach's
creations for all. Experts on Bach
(Christopher Wolff and Robin Leaver),
and classical guitarist Christopher
Parkening, offer comments and insights
throughout the video, which in 2003
won the DeRose-Hinkhouse Memorial
Award for best in its class. This video
would be most appropriate for
classroom use but would complement
any classical music collection.
Galloping Through the Gospels, with
David Nunn. Worcester, PA: Vision
Video. 800-523-0226, www.
visionvideo.com $I9.99.
ISBN 1-56364-643-9.
Reviewed by Robert Ellis, Library
Director, The Kings College, New
York, New York.
The narrator, David Nunn, takes the
viewer on a chronological tour of the
life of Jesus by visiting all of the major
sites mentioned in the Gospels. Church
buildings now surround some of the
sites. The visual tour includes such
sites as the Church of the Nativity, the
Wailing Wall, Megiddo, Mt. Carmel,
Nazareth, the Judean wilderness,
Capernaum, Lake Galilee, Caesarea,
the Jordan River, Jericho, Gethsemane,
Via Delarosa and Golgotha. The tour
also includes a stop at a model display
of first century Jerusalem, located at
the Holy Land Hotel.
I found Mr. Nunn's comments to be
accurate and helpful. In addition to
lovely views, the viewer hears the
occasional background music such as
flutes and ethnic songs. Judging from
the ubiquitous sound of chirping birds
and rushing rivers, I would say this
video was filmed in the spring.
I recommend Galloping Through
the Gospels for church, school and
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personal libraries.
Making Virginity Possible: Simple
Strategies You Can Learn To Protect
Your Child's Sexual Purity, by Keith
Deltano. Julian, NC: Freedom
Entertainment Publishing Co., 2003.
202 pp. $24.99 with video.
ISBN 0-97I888I -l-6.
Reviewed by Robert Ellis, Library
Director, The Kings College, New
York, New York.
Deltano organizes his book into
three parts: I) a Warning to Parents 2)
Strategies to Protect Sexual Purity, and
3) an Appendix of useful information.
Part One covers parental denial,
learned helplessness and responsibility.
Deltano warns parents that all teens in
our society are at risk for sexual
activity. Parents must take steps to
protect their children.
Part Two covers eleven strategies
for protecting a child's sexual purity.
Each chapter covers a different
strategy, and concludes with an action
plan. Strategies include: I) monitor
your teen's social life, 2) provide a
room in your home for teens to
socialize, 3) set a curfew, 4) control TV
viewing, 5) filter the internet 6)
monitor music and movies, 7) spend
time with your teen, 8) talk with your
teen about sex, 9) fathers, spend time
with your daughters, IO) model a godly
marriage, II) model a living faith.
The Appendix consists of four
parts: I) a Bibliography, 2)
Reproducibles (forms, curfew
contracts, a purity covenant, and
computer commandments), 3) a
Toolbox (Deltano recommends six
organizations and websites; and ten
books) and 4) Group Study Questions.
The video presents itself as a
condensed version of the book,
covering six strategies to protect a
child's sexual purity. I) Ask questions
about your teen's social life 2) Remove
the television from your teenager's
room. 3) Screen all media content
(filter the internet, check lyrics of

CDs). 4) Spend one on one time with
your teenager. 5) Model a godly
Marriage. 6) Model a vibrant faith.
The video presents a condensed
version of the book. I found the video
to be extremely practical. I highly
recommend Making Virginity Possible
for parents and youth pastors. It is
chock full of useful advice and is
appropriate for personal, church and
school libraries.
Paul, Apostle of Grace, written by
Keith Stump, Paul Kroll, and Ron
Kelly. Pasadena, CA: Plain Truth
Ministries, I997. Distributed by Vision
Video. 800-523-0226, Video
www.visionvideo.com $19.99.
ISBN 1-56364-647-1.
Reviewed by Melissa Moore, Reference
Librarian and Public Services Team
Leader, Union University, Jackson,
Tennessee.
This impressive hour-long film
recounts the details of Paul's second
and third missionary journeys in the
first-century. Filmed on location in
modern-day Greece, Turkey, Israel, and
Italy, the video is narrated by pastor
and teacher Ron Kelly. Beautiful
scenery, complemented by appropriate
background music, paints a vivid
picture of what Paul's journeys through
Greece and Asia Minor were like. We
follow Paul on his second and third
missionary journeys, from one stop to
the next, and see modern-day cities,
ancient ruins, and occasional paintings
or drawings. There are references to
the believers in each city, what their
conversions were like and what they
struggled with (including passages
from Acts, Romans, Corinthians, and
Thessalonians). Background
information from reliable reference
materials and commentaries is also
used. Kelly's narration is smooth and
warm. He discusses the idolatry so
pervasive in Greece at that time and
explains why the Biblical references to
idols still have relevance for Christians
today. Kelly also covers at some length
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Paul's sufferings and eventual
martyrdom. This is a beautiful film,
suitable for libraries in churches, Bible
colleges, and universities.

In the Footsteps on Martin Luther:
Travels through Luther's Germany,
written by T.N. Mohan. Worcester, PA:
Vision Video, 800-523-0226,
www. visionvideo.com 2002. Video.
27 min. $19.95.
Reviewed by Donald D. Smeeton,
Director, Squires Library, Lee
University and the Church of God
Theological Seminary, Cleveland,
Tennessee.

statues of four pre-reformers (Peter
Waldo, Savonorola, Huss and Wyclif)
martyred for their faith. The record,
however, clearly shows that Wyclif
died from a stroke or a heart attack and
nothing at all in know of the death of
Waldo.
Finally, it is weak cinema
graphically. Much of the footage
seems to have been shot under cloudy
skies so that much of the color is
nondescript and dull. (Germany
certainly does have bright sunny days!)
and the narration is slow paced.
If one is needs a supplement to add
interest to a survey course of Church
history or a course on Luther, one
should look elsewhere. If one wants a
tool to help prepare a lay group for a
travel to the Luther sites, this tool
could be useful. The video would not
be recommended for most academic
libraries.

Because the life of Martin Luther is
so pivotal to understanding the
Reformation events and their
meanings, this video treats an
important subject. It offers the viewer
a visual tour of the cities most closely
associated with the German reformer
Jesus: Today, Tomorrow, Forever.
with special emphasis on the buildings
Worcester, PA: Vision Video, 800-523he knew in life and the memorials
0226, www.visionvideo.com. 108 min.
erected to him after his death.
$19.99 ISBN 1-56364-582-3.
Certainly a pilgrimage (if a Protestant
can use that word) to the Luther sites,
Reviewed by Robert Ellis, Library
even vicariously, it a worthy
Director, The King's College, New
experience. The content of the video
York, New York.
was wisely selected because it covers
all the significant historical sites but
In this video, the churches of
unfortunately, the presentation is
Cheltenham, England take the Easter
flawed by several significant
story of Jesus' life, crucifixion, death &
weaknesses.
resurrection to the streets of their town.
It is weak pedagogically. The video This is an amazing way of preaching
presents something about the sites, but
the gospel.
teaches little of Luther. The narrator
Jesus: Today, Tomorrow. Forever is
assumes a basic understanding of
composed ofthree sections. The first
Luther's life so numerous sites are
is an hour long Passion Play. The
mentioned without explanation of their
second is a thirty-minute version for
significance to Luther's development.
schools and youth groups. The last
The video is thus more a tourist office
section is fifteen-minute prayer
piece than a teaching tool.
mediation, using images from the play.
Additionally, it is weak historically.
I recommend Jesus: Today,
Even though the video is light on
Tomorrow. Forever for all libraries as
history, it occasionally errs in fact
well as for those interested in drama as
when it does provide historical
a method of outreach.
substance. For example, in the
description of the Reformation
People Who Met Jesus: Meet the
Monument in Worms, the narration
People Who Met the Master.
explains that Luther is surrounded by
Worcester, PA: Vision Video,
116

800-523-0226, www. vision video. com
58 min. $19.99. ISBN 1-56364-648-X.
Reviewed by Robert Ellis, Library
Director, The King's College, New
York, New York.

The video features eight short
dramas involving such biblical
personalities as: Simon Peter,
Matthew, the Centurion, the Woman at
the Well, the Nobleman, Jairus, the
Rich young Ruler and Nicodemus.
I have two criticisms of People
Who Met Jesus. First, at 58 minutes,
this video "monolog" is somewhat
boring. For some unknown reason, we
hear none of the actors speaking, only
the voice of the narrator. Second, the
actor portraying Jesus did not fit my
preconceptions. He was somewhat
overweight, and had a receding
hairline. I found this to be slightly
distracting, and a hindrance to the
video's believability.
This video would not be my first
choice. But it is suitable for all
libraries.
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